Blackburn House
West Lothian

Blackburn House was originally designed by George Moncrieff in 1772 and
stands on the A705 between Blackburn and Livingston New Town which
once formed part of the principal route between Edinburgh and Glasgow.
The house was designed to be seen from the road, with a five bay pedimented
block, quadrant walls and hipped roofed pavilions enclosing yards. Despite
the grand appearance, the house was essentially built as a farmhouse. From
the front it appears to have two generously proportioned floors but in fact
the building houses four floors, with the basement forming a link between
two yards to the east and west of the house. The two pavilions were barns
but designed to look like grander pavilions from the front.
The building was last occupied in 1972 and had fallen into a serious state
of disrepair. In 1998 the Cockburn Conservation Trust commissioned a
feasibility study which concluded that a business use would offer the best
opportunity for the long term, and would also offer a greater amount of
public access and benefit. With money from the Heritage Lottery Fund,
European Regional Development Fund, Historic Scotland, Scottish
Enterprise, West Lothian Council, and the Architectural Heritage Fund,
work started to restore the building and provide office and studio space
which would operate as a Centre for the Creative Industries.
The main conservation challenge was that of the building’s condition.
The parapet gutters had failed and instead of conducting water to the
outside pipes, water was channelled down the inside faces of the walls.
In order to save the fine interior plasterwork a very elaborate system of
propping had to be designed to provide safe access to carry out the works,
to support the structure for repairs, and to hold the plaster in place until
it could be re-attached from above.
Generally rooms were restored to the original details, however, the northeast corner which had suffered the worst damage and had little surviving
original fabric provided an opportunity to introduce new services, a lift
providing access to the basement, principal and first floor, tea preparation
areas and WC’s.
Externally, the West Pavilion and East Doocot were restored - the West
Pavilion providing office space and the East Doocot housing some
interpretation displays. One wall of the East Pavilion survived and the
rest was re-built using brick. A new timber-clad West Doocot was built
to sit within the boundary walls, and a lean-to structure on the east side
was re-built based on photographic evidence, to house recording studio
facilities. A further lean-to structure was added to the east quadrant wall
providing external storage and a plant room.
Blackburn House won the Georgian Group Awards 2008. In 2009 the
project was awarded the EAA Conservation/Regeneration medal and was
commended at the RICS Scotland Awards.
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